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There are some who call me tim terraria

I consulted the wiki, browsed the web and youTube, and searched for several forums and this I collected: 1. I started a whole new world to limit possible throws (without hardmode common throws). 2. I am in the caves - forest(Tim)/underground - jungle(Dr Bones)/underground - forest(Nympha) - (Cellphone countries 908' Caves, 278'
Underground). 3. I have 15 water candles placed and holding one. 4. I drink a decoction of dough every 7 minutes. 5. Blood Moon is active. I've been on this for nearly four hours since they came in and it's gone a couple of times. And I didn't find anything. I'm concentrating on Tim right now, the phone says 908 caves, and I'm in the
woods. There are 5 enemies on the screen and it doesn't seem to be anything else. Am I missing something or does RNG hate me so much? I consulted the wiki, browsed the web and youTube, and searched for several forums and this I collected: 1. I started a whole new world to limit possible throws (without hardmode common throws).
2. I am in the caves - forest(Tim)/underground - jungle(Dr Bones)/underground - forest(Nympha) - (Cellphone countries 908' Caves, 278' Underground). 3. I have 15 water candles placed and holding one. 4. I drink a decoction of dough every 7 minutes. 5. Blood Moon is active. I've been on this for nearly four hours since they came in and
it's gone a couple of times. And I didn't find anything. I'm concentrating on Tim right now, the phone says 908 caves, and I'm in the woods. There are 5 enemies on the screen and it doesn't seem to be anything else. Am I missing something or does RNG hate me so much? Multiple water candles do not accumulate bonuses for caviar You
do not need a lot of water candles, since the effect does not accumulate. One inserted water candle should be enough, as well as hold one. Also, until you get his hat, Tim has a better chance of spawning. I don't think that applies to Wizard Rune or Dr. Bones, but I know it applies to Tim. Also, while there are more potential throws,
hardmode Caverns have a higher breeding rate (or chance of a monster spawning every second, at least) than Pre-Hardmode Caverns. I believe Tim appears more often if you are equipped with a robe, but not a wizard's hat Dr Bones is my personal nightmare, only ever thrown once, as the achievements of 1.3 have come to life,
somewhere off screen, then get a fight before I find it, even with the hunting potion. All you have to do is put one in. You can use a battle potion, and that one will stack with a water candle. Anyway, the best way is to make a real arena. I'm digging out of a big square underground, and i mean big. It should be larger than your screen, on all
sides. Divide the large square with a horizontal bridge. Fill the bottom of the large square with a little lava. Fill in as many as possible and open around the arena with lava so that the enemies will not spawn there. You should end up with a giant empty square with a bridge right through the middle. If you did it right, all enemies will spawn
left and right on this bridge, making it easy for some massive murders. While you're in it, you'll often find nyms, Tim and Rune Wizards, as well as Dr Bones if you've made the bridge out of mud + jungle grass. If there is something vague I can post a photo if necessary. Edit: One picture tells more than a thousand words. Here's the A
rough screenshot of the arena's surroundings: notice how many openings are full of lava. Enemies can't throw themselves there. They don't even fly. The roof should be high enough not to throw enemies. When standing in the middle of this arena the game is forced to spawn all enemies on the left or right of the bridge and they will have
no problems getting to you, which means that you will be able to kill a large number of them at no time, also means that the frequency of rare monsters increases. Take a dragon from Stardoo and go to AFK for a day. The dragon will destroy everything on screen, including all hidden rare throws. Tim hasn't been a big problem since he
beamed to you when he was breeding. Nymph and Dr. Bones are hard. The dragon is incredibly useful for this, as long as you are not interested in actually getting drops. Try using a peace candle instead of a water candle, place a sunflower then consume a soothing decoction (instead of a battle potion). This will help you find rare crowds.
Spoiler: Don't click here! One thing to note is that you don't have to be underground to have Dr. Bones, as he might show up. I'm not sure if he throws more often above or underground, but above the ground there are fewer hornets. Thank you for your answers. I migrated to a difficult regime world I had. Clears a huge area, for the size of
the mini-card, I'm not sure if it's big enough or too large. Is there something too big? I put lava in all the cracks and under my platform. I put on a blue candle and i got one. I drink the potion and wear the social robe. The star dragon kills while I'm an AFC with a lot of bonuses. I've only been on it for 10 minutes and enemies definitely throw
more often. Not Tim yet, but it's only 10 minutes. Once I find it, I'il find myself in exchange for the stone platform with mud and jungle grass and move on to the nymph and Dr. Bones. Did I miss something or something bad? Thanks again for the answers! Don't you like it when you can't find Tim? It's more thankless for what in my chest
thank you for the answers. I migrated to a difficult mode world that Clears a huge area, about is not sure whether this is large enough or too large. Is there something too big? I put lava in all the cracks and under my platform. I put on a blue candle and i got one. I drink the potion and wear the social robe. The star dragon kills while I'm an
AFC with a lot of bonuses. I've only been on it for 10 minutes and enemies definitely throw more often. Not Tim yet, but it's only 10 minutes. Once I find it, I'il find myself in exchange for the stone platform with mud and jungle grass and move on to the nymph and Dr. Bones. Did I miss something or something bad? Thanks again for the
answers! This is usually good, I hope, solid lava under your spawning order (it looks like the mini card, but lava is not 100% flat, so there may be something there). In addition, you can optimize a little more and remove what's off-screen, then move afk space up while spawning happens right below you. You can control how wide this
breeding area is, but it doesn't have to be much. Cells are faster than the dragon in killing all not bossy crowds. I'd transfer to that, and they should be less than your kill rate. My proposal for the dragon was above all about his ability to pass through blocks. If you make an arena that eliminates the possibility of a monster throwing on the
other side of blocks of you, then yes, the cage staff is the better option. All right, thank you all! Looks like everything's going well. The lava beneath me is equal to the way the mini card works, does not update until you do it down there, at least that's what it does for me and the level is about to face the faces of standard enemies. I can
make it higher, but it doesn't look like anything even spawning. I went down to check for drops and absolutely nothing. It seems that the only problem I have problems with is every time and then a skeleton appears and stops spawning. But when you let it all go. Won't there be a way to stop his freaking out?
[DOUBLEPOST=143877744,143878752] THEY ARE THEM. All right, thank you all! Looks like everything's going well. The lava beneath me is equal to the way the mini card works, does not update until you do it down there, at least that's what it does for me and the level is about to face the faces of standard enemies. I can make it
higher, but it doesn't look like anything even spawning. I went down to check for drops and absolutely nothing. It seems that the only problem I have problems with is every time and then a skeleton appears and stops spawning. But when you let it all go. Won't there be a way to stop his freaking out? He's just doing what he's doing! He
breeds whenever he wants, but shouldn't he burn in the lava? You also need to move to get the lost it is like a mimic she spawned on the screen and is not until you get closer! He's just doing what he's doing! He breeds whenever he wants, but shouldn't he burn in the lava? You also need to move to get the lost girl she's like mimic she
throws at the screen and isn't aggressive until you get closer! Most servants will naturally aggro imitate /lost girls in the process of killing other targets. When I swore about a frozen shell, I started smashing ore detectors. Most servants will naturally aggro imitate /lost girls in the process of killing other targets. When I swore about a frozen
shell, I started smashing ore detectors. There's so beautiful! Why did you lose bro? It's just an update. I got a nymph pretty quickly until afk (within the first 30 minutes of my current compilation (the last photo I posted). I was in this 5+ hours, not Tim. I changed the stone blocks of mud and planted grass in the jungle, 30 seconds later I got
Dr. Bones. NGAs so infuriated me. Lol Is there a better block to build the platform from which it can help Tim for caviar? Maybe dirt and weed? or just dirt Only update. I got a nymph pretty quickly until afk (within the first 30 minutes of my current compilation (the last photo I posted). I was in this 5+ hours, not Tim. I changed the stone
blocks of mud and planted grass in the jungle, 30 seconds later I got Dr. Bones. NGAs so infuriated me. Lol Is there a better block to build the platform from which it can help Tim for caviar? Maybe dirt and weed? or just dirt Tim status: otherwisecack if ((double)num1 &gt; (Main.rocklayer + (double)Main.maxTilesy)/ 2 &amp; (Basic rand.
Next(200) == 0 || Mine.rand.Next(50) == 0 &amp;quot; Main.&amp;quot; [1].type &gt;= 1282 &amp;&amp;quot; Main.player[1]&amp;quot;type &lt;=1287 &amp;quot; Main.&amp;quot; &amp;quot; Main.j].armor[0].type != 238) ) Looks like cave depth* maybe it was modified a little to be a lower cave? They haven't tracked all these variables,
a 1:200 chance of spawning or 1:50 if you're wearing precious clothes and you're not wearing Tim's hat. public shrunken amethystRob = 1282; public const short TopazRobe = 1283; public constcus SapphireRobie = 1284; public const short EmeraldRobe = 1285; public const short RubyRobe = 1286; public term Diamond slave = 1287;
So put on the robe so you can have the 4th more Tim...... Rare creatures throw caviar are usually just about the speed of killing and keeping a monster cap high with water candy, biomes, and battle potions. Potions.
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